Fortnightly Agri Update
Westpac forecasts of Fonterra milk price
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This is most apparent in the dairy industry, where we get very public
price updates on a fortnightly basis. Last night’s GlobalDairyTrade
auction registered another small increase in the average price.
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The fly in the ointment is the exchange rate, which has risen from US 78
cents to US 82 cents over the past fortnight. Markets have gone weak
in the knees about whether the US Federal Reserve will really “taper” its
quantitative easing program – we will find out for sure tonight.
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It has been a pretty incredible year so far as prices for New Zealand’s
primary exports go – the global price of food has defied gravity in the
face of slowing economic growth in many developing countries.

Still, the $8.30/kg milk price forecast we issued a fortnight ago was
based on twin assumptions that the price of whole milk powder would
fall 10% by the end of the season, and the exchange rate would rise to
US 83 cents. So far, those assumptions still look reasonable, so our
milk price forecast is unchanged.
“Fix or float” now a tougher call
The other key financial factor that affects farmers is interest rates. And
on that score, there has been a great deal of change.
Until recently, long-term interest rates were not much different to shortterm rates. We felt this presented an opportunity for borrowers to lock
in relatively low fixed rates. Our long-held view was that a construction
boom and rising house prices would force the Reserve Bank to hike the
OCR from 2.5% to 5.5% over the course of three years. And that would
make fixed interest rates a better proposition for borrowers.
Over the past month or two, financial markets have done an about
face. Fixed interest rates have been pushed much higher on wholesale
markets. This has now translated to higher long-term mortgage rates,
with little change for short-term or floating rates. And that means the
“fix or float” calculation has changed.
In our opinion, long-term fixed rates are now a fair reflection of where
short-term rates are heading over the next few years. That means there
is no obvious opportunity to “beat the market” by taking one term
rather than another. At this stage, the best way to make the “fix or
float” decision is to base it on the risk tolerance and cash-flow needs
of your business.
While market pricing looks sensible for now, if it does get out of whack
again, we will be the first to write about it!

Source: Interest.co.nz, Westpac
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Global Dairy Trade Auction Results, 17 September 2013
Change since
last auction

Price
USD/Tonne

Anhydrous Milk Fat (AMF)

-3.3%

$4,940

Butter Milk Power (BMP)

5.2%

$4,805

Butter

5.4%

$3,911

Skim Milk Powder (SMP)

-2.1%

$4,330

Whole Milk Powder (WMP)

0.8%

$5,096

TWI (All Products)

0.3%
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Dominick Stephens
Chief Economist

See overleaf for sector outlooks.
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Beyond the farm gate
Beef
Current price level compared
to 10 year average
Trend

Next 6 months
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The strong run for beef continues unabated, with US-dollar prices still
steady at a high level. We expect this situation to remain in place over
the coming six months. US slaughter levels remain low, limiting the
global supply of beef. Meanwhile, demand for New Zealand beef should
get a boost from Indonesia’s recent decision to allow more imports.
However, the recent rise in the New Zealand dollar – which we expect
will be maintained – will erode returns in New Zealand dollar terms.
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Current price level compared
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After the lows of last year, global lamb prices are steadily pushing higher
and can now be described as “average” rather than “below average”.
We expect lamb prices to continue rising over the next six months as
demand recovers in Europe, Chinese consumption rises, and supplies
out of Australia and New Zealand remain constrained. However, the
strong New Zealand dollar and the damage wrought by this year’s
drought mean that times remain relatively tough for the industry.
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Wool
Current price level compared
to 10 year average
Trend
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The wool market has split, with coarse wool prices continuing to firm
while fine and medium wool prices head in the opposite direction. Coarse
wool prices have risen 17% since April. This improvement is in line with the
improving housing market in the US. As the US housing market recovers
further, the rise in coarse wool prices is expected to continue. On the
other hand, the outlook for fine and medium wool prices is subdued. Fine
prices fell 10% in August, while medium prices also fell (down 1%). With
demand for end products weak, particularly in Europe, we expect fine
and medium wool prices to fall further over the next six months.
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Forestry
Current price level compared
to 10 year average
Trend

Next 6 months
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To date the so-called ‘wall of wood’ appears to be finding a Chinese
home. The forestry price index rose a touch in August. Unpruned log
prices are the third highest on record, while pruned log prices remain
well above their ten-year average. This is particularly impressive given
that export volumes in the first half of 2013 were 14% higher compared
to the same period a year ago. With the Chinese economy entering a
soft patch we expect forestry prices to come off the boil, but to remain
high by historical standards. Forestry prices will be supported by the
recovery in the US housing market.
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NB: Trend arrows indicate direction of change in world prices.
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Things you should know: Each time someone visits our site, data is captured so that we
can accurately evaluate the quality of our content and make improvements for you. We may
at times use technology to capture data about you to help us to better understand you and
your needs, including potentially for the purposes of assessing your individual reading
habits and interests to allow us to provide suggestions regarding other reading material
which may be suitable for you.
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